Lachenmeier Stretch Hood Pallet Wrapping

Innovation and flexibility...

Lachenmeier Stretch Hood

Machine types for your specific needs:

Power Flex T1

Power Flex TL

For mainly one pallet size. Reaching up to 100

For several pallet sizes with minor variations in

pallets/hour. Very small footprint.

length and width. Capacity up to 250 pallets/hour.
Pallet size range from 600 x 400 mm to 1.600 x
1.400 mm.

The stretch hood is made from a continuous roll of gusseted film which is
stretched and applied over the pallet load for maximum load integrity.

Lachenmeier Stretch Hood
Lachenmeier - Your Partner in end-of line

Main benefits of Lachenmeier stretch

Packaging

hood wrapping

With more than 45 years of experience and

• Our Stretch Hooders offer pallet secur-

• Stretch hood provides a 5-sided, water-

knowledge in the packaging machine and

ing costs competitive to shrink wrap and

proof load with optimum clarity due to

film industry we have the ability to provide

stretch wrap pallets.

only one layer of transparent film allowing

innovative solutions that offer a balance be-

• Optimum load stability. Stretch hood pro-

tween economic savings, functionality and

vides a load that can withstand conditions

performance.

like vibration, shock, temperature, humidity. etc., which occur during transport.

for improved branding.

Lachenmeier Stretch Hood - Proven in a broad range of industries

Multi FleX1

Multi Flex XL

The fully automatic high speed machine for

The stretch hooder for large loads up to 3200 mm length and 3000 mm

multiple load and film sizes, reaching more

height.

than 250 pallets/hour.

Stretch Hood is more than applying an open or closed hood. Also possible is
wrapping with a short top cover or a film sleeve - all depending on requirements
to the stability of the product.

Fully Wrapped

Lachenmeier

supplies

Top Cover

stretch

hood packaging to various industry segments, ranging from
palletized goods from the beverage and food industry, bags filled
with products from the building
and chemical industry, large insulation products like gypsum
boards and wooden panels to
commissioned products for the
retail business.

Film Sleeve
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